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The No. 1 bestseller and must-have guide to confident baby and toddler care from the UK's most

trusted nanny.Jo Frost shares her wealth of knowledge and years of experience to help you raise

your toddler with confidence and give him or her the best start in life. Packed with practical advice,

reassurance and simple yet effective techniques to help you deal with all the challenges that raising

a toddler involves, Jo will give you the confidence and the know-how to raise a happy and contented

toddler. She addresses common battlegrounds, such as mealtimes, dressing, sleeping and potty

training, and takes you step-by-step through her tried-and-tested techniques to deal with them

simply, patiently and effectively. Jo also offers guidance on how to plan your toddler's day hour by

hour to ensure he or she is getting the right balance of stimulation and relaxation, offers support and

guidance for working and single parents, and shows again and again that far from being an

exhausting challenge, the toddler years are the most fun, entertaining and unique years to be

cherished and enjoyed.
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Jo is a real jewel. My wife majored in Child Development, and swears by her. Some "JERK" by the

name of Thomas has criticized four of Jo's books. He completed his four reviews on the same day.



His 1 star reviews of four her books, to use his favorite word, is CRAP. Jo needs to produce a series

of videos which address parenting skills and problems ranging from infants to teenagers. She is a

very valuable resource. Best investment you will ever make if you want to be a better parent (Mom's

and Dad's).

I guess, I shouldn't be surprised, but this is a really great book! I was skeptical because Jo Frost is a

television personality. However, the solutions in the book are very helpful and easy to follow.

Confident Toddler Care reads like a textbook. It's a quick, easy and realistic.My husband and I have

no clue what we are doing, Confident Toddler Care has given us direction. Frankly, it's so good that

I bought, and have given, the baby book when my son was at 13 months old. I wish I had

received/seen this book sooner! I highly recommend both books!

I bought this when I became a grandmother. It's funny what you forget when you haven't taken care

of a baby or a toddler for 20 or 30 years. It's great for refreshing old brains and for informing new

mothers of the correct way to raise a toddler.

I was having a really hard time with my two year old!! Not listening, Not potty training, not eating all

around very trying!!This book helped me with everything! I read the book for potty training and I

followed her advice and stuck to the plan and within a week my boy was potty trained!! I keep the

book close and have read it over and over again when I start to doubt myself! It really does help!

The book gets to the points quickly, I have 15 month twins, so when time is precious this is a good

book to read.Simple tips that are realistic.

Jo Front writes such great books and her advice is so good. I bought them for dealing with my one

and two year old grandchildren who are basically very good kids. I just want to be prepared for the

future with them and funny that her ideas are so much like I raised my two sons who are now 39

and 36 and always well behaved with me being a single parent for most of their life.

she is my hero so this is like carrying her around in my pocket. it's a nice reference for people who

babysit, too, to see how we generally handle things and situations they might have questions about.

I love this book so far. It is a textbook for toddler care, organized very well and with excellent tips. I



highly recommend this guide and know I will continue to refer to it as I continue these short, but

intense years!
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